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Breathing, an essential and often overlooked aspect of life. Taking a deep breath 

for most is an unconscious occurrence, rarely taken notice of unless under strenuous 

aerobic conditions. With Cystic Fibrosis, this task is anything but simple. The 

geographical background of this disease varies, being most prevalent among 

Caucasians of European heritage with one in every 3,200 newborns affected. Cystic 

Fibrosis is a disease for which there is still no cure, with a life expectancy of 45 to 50 

years in developed countries where people have the financial ability to access modern 

medicine. It is an autosomal recessive disease, meaning that an individual can have 

one copy of this mutation and not have the debilitating effects. Having a copy from each 

parent is the cause of Cystic Fibrosis. Although there is no cure, there has been 

progression into understanding the way in which the mutation disrupts normal functions 

as well as greatly improved screening for Cystic Fibrosis.   

Cystic Fibrosis can result from many different mutations including replacements, 

duplications, or the most common, the deletion of F508. F508 is responsible for the T-A-

G codon which codes for a phenylalanine (F) at position 508 on the Cystic Fibrosis 

transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) membrane protein. Individuals that do 

not have Cystic Fibrosis have DNA base pairs T-A-G at position 507 which codes 

isoleucine and A-A-A at position 508 which codes for phenylalanine. Those with Cystic 

Fibrosis have a mutation which causes a deletion of three DNA base pairs, G from 

position 507 and A-A from position 508. T-A-G and T-A-A both base pair with A-U-U, 

isoleucine, so the deletion does not affect position 507. This mutation results in the 

deletion of the DNA base pairs which code for phenylalanine at position 508. With the 

absence of F508, the resulting CFTR protein cannot fold normally, and is unable to 

escape the endoplasmic reticulum to obtain its normal position in cell membranes where 

it will be further processed. With the inability to fold correctly the protein is quickly 

degraded, is present in inadequate numbers, and is less effective or will not work at all.  

The CFTR protein is responsible for opening channels in the cell membrane, 

which allows chloride ions out of respiratory epithelial cells causing osmosis of water out 

of the tissues. The CFTR protein is an adenosine triphosphate - binding cassette (ABC) 

transporter-class ion channel that allows the movement of chloride and thiocyanate ions 

across epithelial cell membranes. ABC transporters belong to one of the largest and 

oldest super-families that utilize the energy from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding 

and hydrolysis to facilitate a conformational change that allows translocation of 

substrates across membranes. The CFTR channel, while responsible for chloride ions 
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to be drawn from the cell and into the airway surface liquid (ALS), also facilitates the 

epithelial sodium channel (ENac) to regulate the flow of sodium ions from the ALS to the 

respiratory epithelium. ENac is found, unlike CFTR which is located on the membrane 

but not the cilia, along the entire length of the cilia. The negative charge on chloride ions 

building up causes the electrical potential gradient to increase and sodium ions in the 

extracellular space to be drawn into the cell. This transportation of sodium causes the 

ALS to be decreased and the cilia, which line the narrow passages, to get trapped in the 

mucus. The cilia are responsible for moving mucus and keeping the narrow passages 

open, which is highly inhibited in the viscous mucus caused by the loss of water.  

The respiratory epithelium is responsible for supplying moisture and protecting 

the airways from pathogens. Cystic Fibrosis results in the buildup of mucus in the lungs, 

and as a result patients experience chronic infections. This buildup of nutrient rich 

mucus allows bacteria to escape the normal functions of the immune system. The 

mucus can produce a biofilm which forms as free-floating microorganisms are able to 

anchor themselves in the excess mucus and colonize producing a matrix. The 

aggregate cell colony can become antibiotic resistant even at high concentrations. A 

biofilm is a conglomerate of microorganisms, in this case bacteria, which forms a slime 

that adheres to the surface of the small airways that is hard for the immune system as 

well as antibiotics to penetrate (Keerthi, 2015). The unusually high occurrence of 

infection in individuals with Cystic Fibrosis leads to a phenotypic change in the lungs’ 

airways. Due to infection patients often get bronchiectasis, enlargement and damage of 

airway tissue that leads to further infection. Along with the increasing damage, the type 

of infection also diversifies from common Staphylococcus aureus bacteria to 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa. P aeruginosa, an opportunistic multi drug resistant pathogen 

harbored by 80% of people with Cystic Fibrosis by the age of 18, is associated with 

pneumonia. The serious infections associated with Cystic Fibrosis make diagnosis at an 

early age very important. 

Assays to test biofilms for antibiotic resistance have been developed. First a 

Bauer disc diffusion is done. Bacterial isolates are used to produce a lawn on agar 

plates. Then different antibiotics can be tested by placing discs, essentially antibiotic 

tablets, on the agar plates and allowing them to incubate overnight. After incubation the 

zone of inhibition, clear area around the disc where bacteria growth has stopped, is 

measured. This will show if bacteria is sensitive to antibiotics and their resistance is 

further tested using a crystal violet assay, which is a general test for biofilm activity. 

Bacterial strains are cultured in a broth and allowed to incubate in a well plate. After 

incubation the plates are washed with sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 

stained with crystal violet. Excess stain is washed off and the absorbed crystal violet is 

suspended in ethanol whose absorbance can be read at 600nm. The negative control is 

a broth without incubation. Antibiotic effect on biofilm formation is measured using broth 

which contains different antibiotics at varying concentrations of each. When a sub 

inhibitory concentration of antibiotics is used the isolates will produce greater quantities 

of biofilm, therefore showing their resistance to the antibiotic.  
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In a more specific test, the activity of known bacterial populations can be 

measured using a Congo red binding assay. Congo Red binds to polysaccharides which 

are produced by bacteria, allowing for their production rate to be measured. Bacteria 

isolates are first inoculated in a broth. The sample are then centrifuged, Congo red is 

added and then incubated.  After again being centrifuged, bacteria that has bound 

Congo Red is extracted.  Absorbance can be measured of the remaining Congo Red in 

the supernatant at 490nm. Production of exopolysaccharides and therefore binding of 

Congo Red will decrease if antibiotics are effective.   

Cystic Fibrosis is a very debilitating disease due to the resulting cycle of 

obstruction, infection and inflammation, the true cause of its severity. For this reason the 

understanding of compliment inflammatory effectors is of great importance. CF lung 

fluid has been shown to have elevated levels of anaphylatoxins as compared to non CF 

human controls. Anaphylatoxins are large glycoproteins which when present result in 

the release of substances from cells producing an inflammatory response. C5a, C3a 

and C4a are the anaphylatoxins with the greatest inflammatory response. In each case, 

the mean concentration is 4-fold, 4-fold and 2-fold higher respectively in CF lung fluid 

then that of a healthy human sample (Sass, 2015). Opsonization is the process of 

opsonin being incubated with CF lung fluid for purposes of measuring the production of 

C3 and C4 with healthy human samples being the control. An opsonin a molecule that 

marks an antigen for an immune response that results in phagocytosis. C3 and C4 are 

byproducts of this process which are deposited on the outside of the pathogen aiding in 

its destruction. CF lung fluid shows an almost identical mean amount of C3 and C4 

fragment binding as non CF controls. This suggests that while there is an increase of 

anaphylatoxin production the classical pathway is not affected in CF patients. The 

increase in generation of anaphylatoxins suggests that bacteria being present in the 

lungs of CF patients may be a great enhancer of inflammation and tissue damage.  

CFTR, while part of the ATP-binding cassette family of proteins, it has some very 

distinct and potentially useful differences. CFTR is composed of four domains, two 

nucleotide binding domains (NBDs), and two membrane-spanning domains (MSDs). 

These four domains form a transmembrane conduit that facilitates the transport of 

chloride and thiocyanate ions across the plasma membrane. A unique regulatory (R) 

domain controls channel function due to phosphorylation by protein kinase A (PKA), 

along with subdomains like regulatory insertion (RI) are CFTR restricted. The CFTR 

gating mechanism, which requires a distinct orientation of CL1, affects both pore 

formation and heterodimerization of nucleotide binding domain 1 and nucleotide binding 

domain 2 (Ehrhardt, 2016).  

Several crystal structures for whole bacterial ABC transporters such as Sav1866 

and p-glycoprotein, which is mammalian, have been solved. These structures indicated 

that the NBDs and MSDs communicate through loops between transmembrane helices, 

and cytosolic loops (CL). A general trend shows that a CL of one MSD interacts with the 

cis-NBD. P-glycoprotein shows that CLs 1 and 4 are the contact points with NBD1, 
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which results in a conformation change induced by ATP binding/hydrolysis of NBDs is 

transmitted to the MSDs via the cytoplasmic loops, resulting in the allowance of MSDs 

re-orientating with respect to one another. The opening of ABC transporters and the 

movement of substrates is suspected to be due to the above conformational change, 

which is also the predicted mechanism for CFTR channel gating. Early research shows 

that interactions between NBD1 and CL1/CL4 require F508. This interface is critical for 

CFTR ion transport and regulation of ATP hydrolysis. Further knowledge of this 

interaction may lead to a better understanding of the modulation of ion channel activity 

of the full length protein.  

Current research is focusing on this interaction. Fmoc chemistry is used to 

synthesize peptides via solid phase methodology, with their purity being confirmed by 

C-18 HPLC and mass spectroscopy. cDNAs for human wild type (wt) and F508del 

NBD1s are cloned along with their full length counterparts with amino terminal HA tags 

denoted by pcHA NBD1 wt. Sequencing is done to verify identity. The pcHA constructs 

are transiently transfected in HEK293 cells, which are harvested and lysed in a pull 

down buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors. Protein from these lysates is rotated 

with peptide-bound streptavidin-sepharose, and samples are analyzed by Western Blot. 

Pull down assays have purified NBD1 added to the peptide-bound sepharose, 

NBD1/CL1 dissociation experiments have CL1-1B or other peptides immobilized on the 

streptavidin sepharose. The unoccupied binding sites for biotin are blocked by 

incubation with free biotin. Cell lysates and free biotinylated CL1-1B peptides are added 

and kinetic pull down data is analyzed. NBD1 ELISA is used to study binding kinetics, 

streptavidin-coated plates are incubated with CL1 peptides. ELISA stands for enzyme 

linked immunosorbent assay and is a common technique to identify a substance via 

antibodies and color change. NBD1 wt and F508del protein solution are incubated, 

bound NBD1 is detected with L12B4 anti-NBD1 antibody and HRP-labeled secondary 

antibody along with an Amplex Red reagent, so fluorescence can be measured.  

Membrane patch analysis is done utilizing inside-out membranes from cells 

which express wt CFTR. This analysis is used to study the functionality of single ion 

channels in cells. Inside-out analysis versions of this analysis allow for the manipulation 

of the intracellular surface which the membrane is exposed to. The ion channels are 

activated by exposure to ATP and PKA, with further phosphorylation being blocked by 

protein kinase inhibitor. This allows CFTR inhibition effects due to indirect modulation by 

PKA to be ruled out. Using CFTR inhibitor Inh-172 to block all remaining channel activity 

CL1-1 peptide can be tested. With the channels activated, the opening rates before and 

after the addition of the peptide are monitored. Next, randomly chosen compounds from 

the NCI open chemistry repository library are used for compound screening using an 

adapted ELISA to look at binding alterations of CL1-1B peptide to recombinant NBD1 

protein. Properly folded human NBD1 has biotinylated CL1-1B added and allowed to 

interact, after which bound CL1-1B peptide is detected. Compounds that show a binding 

alteration with CL1-1B of greater than 50% are studied further for dose dependence 

CFTR micro-patch analysis. Also, Ussing chamber analysis is performed on bronchial 
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epithelial cell lines that expressed wt or F508del CFTR, which are seeded onto 

permeable supports. Ussing chambers measure short circuit current which is in direct 

relation to the net transport of ions across epithelium, this enables the quantification of 

transport and barrier functions in a cell. Cells are grown to confluence and transferred to 

an air-liquid interface and mounted in Ussing chambers. Monolayers are bathed in 

Ringers solution, short-circuit current measurements are taken using an epithelial 

voltage clamp. The bathing solution is then changed to a low Cl- concentration and 

monitored both in the presence and absence of CFTR agonists. After monolayers 

reached a set trans-epithelial resistance, trans-epithelial conductance (Gt) 

measurements are performed with a current clamp coupled with silver chloride 

electrodes. Gt is measured before and after stimulation of CFTR activity.  

After NBD1 wt and F508del were precipitated following recombinant expression 

from HEK293 cell lysates, the greatest efficiency was seen in samples containing the 

most N-terminal peptide from CL1-1. This showed strong evidence of binding, so the 

focus was placed on NBD1 with CL1. Shorter sequences were designed, CL1-1A/1B 

both covering the amino and carboxy-terminal regions. 1A did not exhibit any binding to 

NBD1, while 1B was more efficient in precipitating wt and F508del NBD1 samples. This 

showed that the interaction was selective, since control proteins of similar 

size/configuration did not bind to CL1. This finding was in agreement with the results 

that correctly folded NBD1 precipitated on CL1-1 or CL1-1B. Experiments designed to 

precipitate full length CFTR from CL1 peptides such as isolated NBD, again showed an 

inefficiency in interaction with other CL1 peptides adding to the specificity data. These 

results show a strong binding site using the F157 and K166 of CL1 with the NBD1 of 

CFTR. Although there is inefficiency in the other CL1 peptides, the results lead to the 

possibility of using them as decoy molecules in place of antibodies to disrupt the 

interaction of NBD1 and CL1 with respect to the full length protein. Both wt and F508del 

NBD1 had similar binding affinities for CL1 with respect to steady state conditions. Pull 

down assays showed that there was no statistically relevant difference between the 

association of wt and F508del NBD1 to CL1-1B. ELISA also showed that the binding of 

wt and F508del NBD1 to CL1-1B was similar. The regulatory extension (RE) of NBD1 is 

at the carboxy terminus. NMR studies show that phosphorylated RE undergoes a 

conformational change to promote NBD heterodimerization with NBD2. Previous studies 

implicate RE in CFTR gating along with the information that CL1 inhibits channel 

activity, RE segments of wt and F508del NBD1 were deleted to investigate the effects 

on CL1-1B binding. Although there was no significant difference in kinetics, wt showed 

slower binding kinetics. This information goes to implicate that a small conformational 

difference in spatial orientation in that of wt and F508del NBD1 are allosterically 

mediated and affect overall domain structure.  

The full length conformation of CFTR and the interaction of NBD1 with CL1 was 

investigated by adding CL1 peptides to inside-out membrane patches of BHK cells that 

expressed wt human CFTR. Inhibition of membrane current was seen with the presence 

of CL1-1 peptides. Also, unitary CFTR currents in single patches saw less channel 
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opening when CL1-1 was introduced. These results show that CL1-1 inhibits channel 

opening probability and opening rate. It was also shown that when NBD1 and CL1 

interactions were blocked the ATPase activity of CFTR was affected. This is purposed 

to be due to CL1 peptide causing a conformational change in full CFTR, disrupting its 

binding to ATP. Due to this correlation, an ELISA based system was used to investigate 

drugs that directly modify NBD1 and CL1 binding. Data showed that the enhancer D7 

was able to enhance binding, augment CFTR chloride channel activity and stimulate 

short circuit current across bronchial epithelial cells in wt. D7 when combined with C18, 

a corrector of misprocessing, enhanced chloride transport in F508del was also seen. An 

inhibitor F8, showed the same trend in opposite fashion as D7 in all tests. However 

these screens are not exclusive to CFTR, so further analysis is needed to establish 

drugs that directly bind to NBD1 and CL1. 

 

This study sought to illuminate the regions of NBDs and MSDs that connect 

through a series of cytosolic loops to discern if there is a difference in binding due to wt 

or F508del NBD1. It is known that there is a functional coupling between substrate 

binding and ATP hydrolysis in ABC proteins that suggests a conformational change due 

to substrate binding that is communicated to the NBDs. It appears that the helical 

propensity in the R-domain decreases upon phosphorylation by PKA, leading to the 

domain becoming elongated and losing interaction with NBD1. This improves the 

dimerization which also enables the binding/hydrolysis cycle that regulates CFTR. Due 

to the presented data and other findings it is thought that a conformational signal, such 

as the interaction between NBDs and MSDs to gate CFTR, provides two things. First, 

the required interface for association of NBDs to permit ATP binding/hydrolysis. And 

second, the power of NBD dimerization to constrain the transmembrane domains and 
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regulate channel activity. This NBD dimerization and outward facing conformation show 

that the CFTR opening is fundamentally different with respect to other ABC proteins. 

NBD1 allostery is now seen to play a major role in CFTR gating and be of great 

importance. More than one CFTR binding position or allosteric effects on gating cannot 

be ruled out as of now. This study shows that compounds have been shown to strongly 

enhance the activity of CFTR F508del when combined with a pharmacologic corrector 

molecule. The modification of protein activity with agents that directly bind CFTR and 

influence conformation suggests that there may be a way to develop treatments for ABC 

protein diseases in the future.  

NBD1 ELISA was used to study the binding kinetics. To begin the procedure, a 

well plate which had the wells coated in Streptavidin had CL1 peptides added and 

incubated. NBD1 wt and F508del NBD1 were then added to the wells and serial-diluted, 

then incubated. After incubation, the wells were washed and the bound NBD1 was 

detected by addition of L12B4 anti-NBD1 antibody and HRP-labeled secondary 

antibody in the presence of Amplex Red reagent. The fluorescence was then measured 

at 560/590nm. For graph A,B the controls are the wt and F508del with RE intact and for 

graphs C,D the controls are wt and F508del with RI intact.  

Previous studies using C-13 NMR showed that phosphorylated RE undergoes a 

conformational change that allows NBD heterodimerization with NBD2. It was also 

suspected that the insertion of NBD1 restricts the access of CL1 to the binding site 

which is responsible for inhibiting channel activity. The deletion of RE did not show any 

significant change in NBD1 association kinetics, while RI deletion did affect the wt 

NBD1 binding kinetics. In contrast, the binding of F508del NBD1 was not affected when 

RI was deleted. These results suggest that there could be small conformational 

differences in wt and F508del NBD1 which affect the domain structure. The omission of 

RI allowed for the overcoming of the gating processing defects of F508del NBD1, even 

though RI does not have any direct contact with F508. This shows that there is 

significate differences between CFTR’s opening mechanism and other ABC proteins. It 

also shows that NBD1 allostery may play a very large role aside from direct contacts 

that are responsible for key aspects of CFTR gating and processing. Based on this and 

the unique ion channel function CFTR gating may only follow part of the previous ABC 

structural models. These findings provide new information to CFTR regulation, including 

a drug assay system which is based on these novel mechanistic findings.  

While there is no cure for Cystic Fibrosis there have been significant advances in 

the treatment and screening methods, like the sweat test, allowing individuals 

diagnosed to live longer and less encumbered lives due to a better understanding of 

CFTR function. Previously, individuals diagnosed during infancy were not likely to make 

it through the first year of life. Potential parents which have a family history of Cystic 

Fibrosis can be screened for CFTR gene mutations to determine their risk of the child 

being born with it. Newborn screening is available which tests for an abnormal level of 
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immunoreactive trypsinogen in the blood via a Guthrie test and other newly developed 

methods.  

Past methods such as sweat tests, were done after high levels of trypsinogen are 

found or when parents find that the baby tastes salty during interactions such as kissing. 

The sweat test used the fact that the CFTR channel is affected and there is greater 

concentrations of chloride and sodium in the sweat. Pilocarpine iontophoresis was 

employed. Pilocarpine, which induces secretions, was put on gauze along with an 

electrolyte solution which does not react with the concentration of chloride and sodium 

ions. Two electrodes are placed on the individual, one on the gauze and another without 

pilocarpine at another site. The use of a mild electrical current draws the pilocarpine into 

the individual’s skins activating the sweat glands. Once this is done, the method of 

determining the chloride and sodium concentrations varies. One method is to place a 

piece of pre weighted filter paper on the site where the gauze was, which is cleaned 

before placement, and then covered with parafilm to prevent evaporation. After a 

designated time of collection, which averages around 30 minutes, the filter paper is 

weighed to determine the amount of sweat. The chloride and sodium concentrations are 

then calculated from this and compared to normal secretion levels. Infants or adults that 

have a chloride level of 60 mmol/L on two separate days are diagnostic for CF. In order 

to receive a reliable positive diagnosis, family history, and clinical presentation are also 

taken into account. New methods employ DNA from sources such as newborn dried 

blood spots.  

Previous methods of testing screen positive newborns for Cystic Fibrosis have 

proven to be impractical due to the cost and time required. CFseq is a new method 

which has been shown to be a highly specific, rapid and cost effective assay for 

comprehensive CFTR gene analysis. This method is able to sequence 96 samples in a 

single run from only 1 ng of genomic DNA which is able to detect all relevant mutation 

types. This method was tested and demonstrated 100% sensitivity and positive 

predictive value of single nucleotide mutations. Cystic Fibrosis has a high prevalence 

across ethnicities and a responsiveness to early intervention which makes universal and 

cost effective screening important. With early identification comes early respiratory 

therapy, nutritional support and prophylaxis against infectious complications. When 

medical treatment is implemented early there are many long term benefits such as 

improved growth, extended life expectancy and reduced periods of hospitalization.  

Copy number variants (CNV) analysis is done using ExomeDepth, CONTRA and 

log-2 coverage ratio plot: CNVs contribute to the etiology of Mendelian disorders 

(Lefterova, 2016). CNV’s are deletions or duplications in the genome that effect more 

than just a single nucleotide base. Being able to detect CNV’s effectively can help 

bolster the assay which tests for cystic fibrosis. ExomeDepth is a new CNV calling 

algorithm, which has a greater technical variability. It creates a model from read count 

data and then uses this model to build an optimized reference set to better detect 

CNV’s. This analysis calculates a reference for each sample individually. CONTRA is a 
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method that employs base level log ratios to remove GC-content bias, which is the 

dependence between fragment count that is variable between samples, and then 

through interpolation is able to estimate the variations in log ratios. Log-2 coverage plot 

ratio is also used, which allows for the normalization of raw values that are necessary 

before making comparisons between methods. CNV determination is not currently part 

of the in place newborn screening algorithm which is unable to utilize dried blood spots 

(DBS).  CNVs are confirmed by real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR). Instead of 

monitoring the amplification of targeted DNA at the end of PCR, is does it during. Like 

normal PCR it requires a primer, deoxyribonucleotides, buffer solution and a 

temperature stable DNA polymerase to measure the level of RNA present allowing for 

the quantitation of gene expression. Double stranded DNA is heated to denaturation 

and then cooled for the addition of a primer and polymerase. Temperature is increased 

which allows the polymerase to go to work. This cycle is repeated until the necessary 

amount has been made. qPCR is employed to detect for the presence and abundance 

of the desired sequence like normal PCR, however it is measured after each 

amplification cycle. CNV analysis and qPCR allow for a new CFTR assay that 

consolidates testing with the ability to be deployed in clinical molecular diagnostic 

laboratories. It is also able to use DBS-derived samples and incorporate the screening 

for multiple potential targets. 

One problem which previous methods faced was the method in which DNA was 

extracted and analyzed varied from lab to lab. This problem was exacerbated when 

samples needed to be analyzed in union, due to previous protocols which required 

different analysis treatments depending on the method of extraction. A new method 

employs a protocol which utilizes high resolution melting (HRM) and short tandem 

repeats (STR) protocols. This protocol is able to use samples which are collected from 

separate sources, two different people, and are run in unison to test for mutations which 

lead to cystic fibrosis (Poulou, 2014). PCR is employed to allow for genetic material with 

suspected F508del mutation to be multiplied to a level which is usable for analysis. 

Analysis of short tandem repeats (STR), which vary in each person’s genetic code, 

allows for the detection of the F508 deletion. Products from the 1st round PCR are 

denatured by heating then the fragments are assigned a Haplotype score. The STR 

analysis checks for maternal contamination as well as maternity from the prenatal 

diagnosis samples.  

HRM analysis tests for the same mutation in a separate manner. Following a 

second round of PCR the products are heated at a set rate resulting in them denaturing 

from which a curve can be created. HMR utilizes a fluorescent dye that when bound to 

double stranded DNA fluoresces brightly, but will not bind to single stranded DNA and 

therefore not fluoresce. The decrease in fluorescence is measured because it is a direct 

reflection of the amount of double stranded bonding. Because the DNA base sequence 

is known through PCR the DNA denaturation rate is predictable. DNA can be compared 

from two different people and it should display the same melting curve, when the curve 

varies that means there is a mutation in that region of amplified DNA. Being that this 
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was a retroactively developed method the HRM analysis of prenatal diagnosis samples 

is done with 100% sensitivity and specificity on a wide range of mutations.  This allows 

for samples extracted via different methods, which is often required for expecting 

couples, to have high specificity and efficiency. These new methods greatly improve the 

previous sweat test providing a means to accurate and specific early detection.  

With the scientific advancements in screening and treatment the prognosis for 

individuals diagnosed with Cystic Fibrosis has greatly improved. Leading longer and 

more normal lives; however it is still very difficult to manage for those affected with this 

chronic disease. It is an illness which results in chronic respiratory infections and 

general malnutrition that still has no cure. The effects of Cystic Fibrosis on the CFTR 

channel are better understood which may lead to a break through cure of this deadly 

disease. For now utilizing the new HRM and STR protocols efficient and accurate 

testing from dried blood spots enables earlier detection. Individuals will be able to begin 

treatment sooner increasing life expectancy and quality.  
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